
What in the world is HVAC?
What’s the Science of HVAC?

What Kind of Jobs Are There in HVAC?

What Kind of Impact Could I Have on the World Working in HVAC?

At the heart of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, is 
SCIENCE!  HVAC systems come in all shapes and sizes, 
but their goal is the same: to make being indoors comfortable and 
safe. Furnaces and air conditioners work by manipulating air flow, 
heat, cold, and chemicals, like refrigerant, to control the indoor 
temperature, humidity, and air quality.

Almost anything you can think of! Technicians work in the 
field, installing systems in homes, and building relationships 
with the people who live there. Engineers design systems to 
cool and heat large buildings like schools, businesses, and more. 
Researchers experiment with new ways to improve the sustainability 
and efficiency of technology and systems. 

Climate change is making extreme weather more common, which makes it more important than 
ever to provide efficient, sustainable ways to keep people safe inside. HVAC systems play a very 
important role by responsibly heating and cooling without adding to the fossil fuel demands, while 
making it comfortable to be indoors. 

Curious to learn more? Details on reverse!
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Resources for Students Resources for parents & guardians

Youth Apprenticeship opportunities in 
Wisconsin: an alternative to, or a 
jump-start for, a 4-year degree.

What does a lifelong career in hvac 
look like? explore the opportunities 
and potential career paths.

learn about statistics related to the 
average salaries of hvac technicians, 
training methods, and more.

ELECTRICITY IS IMPORTANT WHEN 
UNDERSTANDING HOW HVAC SYSTEMS 
DRAW POWER. BUILD A BASIC BOARD!

Try this experiment at home to learn 
about force and air flow: two key 
elements of an hvac system .

Green hvac technology is making a 
difference in carbon emissions. Here’s 
how some of it works!

HVAC helps make air inside healthier 
through cool technology like uv 
lights, to kill germs and mold!


